Effect of cooking brassica vegetables on the subsequent hydrolysis and metabolic fate of glucosinolates
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The protective effects of brassica vegetables against cancer may be partly related to their glucosinolate content. Glucosinolates are hydrolysed by plant myrosinase following damage of plant tissue. Isothiocyanates are one of the main groups of metabolites of glucosinolates and are implicated in the preventive effect against cancer. During cooking of brassica the glucosinolate–myrosinase system may be modified as a result of inactivation of plant myrosinase, loss of enzymic cofactors such as epithiospecifier protein, thermal breakdown and/or leaching of glucosinolates and their metabolites or volatilization of metabolites. Cooking brassica affects the site of release of breakdown products of glucosinolates, which is the upper gastrointestinal tract following consumption of raw brassica containing active plant myrosinase. After consumption of cooked brassica devoid of plant myrosinase glucosinolates are hydrolysed in the colon under the action of the resident microflora. Feeding trials with human subjects have shown that hydrolysis of glucosinolates and absorption of isothiocyanates are greater following ingestion of raw brassica with active plant myrosinase than after consumption of the cooked plant with denatured myrosinase. The digestive fate of glucosinolates may be further influenced by the extent of cell rupture during ingestion, gastrointestinal transit time, meal composition, individual genotype and differences in colonic microflora. These sources of variation may partly explain the weak epidemiological evidence relating consumption of brassica to prevention against cancer. An understanding of the biochemical changes occurring during cooking and ingestion of brassica may help in the design of more robust epidemiological studies to better evaluate the protective effects of brassica against cancer.

Brassica: Glucosinolate hydrolysis: Isothiocyanates: Storage, preparation and cooking

Epidemiological studies suggest that the protective effects of brassica vegetables against cancers of the gastrointestinal tract and lungs may be partly related to their content of glucosinolates (van Poppel et al. 1999). Glucosinolates are β-thioglucoside N-hydroxysulfates present in brassica vegetables such as broccoli (Brassica oleracea var. italica), cauliflower (Brassica oleracea var. botrytis), cabbage (Brassica oleracea var. capitata), Brussels sprouts (Brassica oleracea var. gemmifera) and turnip (Brassica campestris ssp. rapifera), and in condiments such as mustard (Sinapis alba; Fahey et al. 2001). Many comprehensive reviews have addressed the occurrence and biochemical of glucosinolates in brassica (Fenwick et al. 1983; Fahey et al. 2001; Mithen, 2001). Glucosinolates co-exist with, but are physically separated from, a plant thioglucosidase, myrosinase, within a ‘glucosinolate–myrosinase system’ (Bones & Rossiter, 1996). During handling, processing or ingestion of brassica rupture of cellular membranes allows contact between glucosinolates and myrosinase. The myrosinase-mediated hydrolysis of glucosinolates generates an unstable aglycone intermediate, thiohydroxamate-O-sulfonate, which is immediately converted to a wide range of bioactive metabolites, including isothiocyanates, thiocyanates, nitriles and cyanoepithioalkanes (Fenwick et al. 1983; Bones & Rossiter, 1996). The volatile metabolites are associated with the typical bitter and hot flavour of brassica (Fenwick et al. 1983). One of the principal proposed mechanisms of chemoprotection involves isothiocyanates, which may influence the process of carcinogenesis through various molecular signalling mechanisms (induction of xenobiotic-metabolizing enzymes and apoptosis, arrest of cell cycle progression and other mechanisms that are still being
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elucidated) and this aspect has been extensively reviewed elsewhere (Keum et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 2006). However, nitriles and other minor metabolites have been shown to be toxic in laboratory rodents (Fenwick & Heaney, 1983).

The extent of hydrolysis of glucosinolates by plant myrosinase and the structure and concentration of the metabolites formed may be influenced by various features of the hydrolysis environment. Intrinsic factors such as co-existing plant myrosinase and its cofactors ascorbic acid, epithiospecifier protein (ESP) or Fe$^{2+}$ and extrinsic factors such as pH and temperature have been shown to affect the hydrolysis of glucosinolates in vitro (Fenwick et al. 1983; Ludikhuyze et al. 2000). For example, isothiocyanates are produced at a neutral pH, while nitriles are formed in an acidic environment or in the presence of Fe$^{2+}$ during the myrosinase-mediated hydrolysis of aliphatic glucosinolates (Bones & Rossiter, 1996). When Fe$^{2+}$ and ESP, a small heat-labile peptide cofactor to myrosinase (Tookey, 1973), are present cyanopropithioalkanes are the major metabolites produced from alkenyl glucosinolates (progoitrin, sinigrin, gluconapin and glucobrassicanapin; Bones & Rossiter, 1996). Lambrix et al. (2001) have reported that ESP can promote the formation of simple nitriles from hydrolysis of non-alkenyl aliphatic glucosinolates. Conditions of storage, preparation and cooking of brassica may therefore influence the hydrolysis of glucosinolates to their metabolites and, in turn, alter the physiological consequences of ingesting them.

Following ingestion of cooked brassica, a second phase of hydrolysis of glucosinolates may occur in the gastrointestinal tract under the action of the colonic microflora (Rabot et al. 1993; Michaelsen et al. 1994). The digestive and post-absorptive fate of glucosinolates in rodents and human subjects may be influenced by an array of factors such as the activity of plant myrosinase ingested, the extent of chewing, the nature of the meal containing brassica, the composition of the gut microflora and genotypic variation in post-absorptive metabolism (Shapiro et al. 2001; Rouzaud et al. 2003; Seow et al. 2005). The glucosinolate–myrosinase system is subject to variation throughout the food chain (Dekker & Verkerk, 2003), from agronomic conditions (Brown et al. 2002; Farnham et al. 2004) to storage, transport (Vallejo et al. 2003) and processing (Devos & Blijlevens, 1988). Major diversity of glucosinolate concentration (Kushad et al. 1999) and myrosinase activity (Wilkinson et al. 1984; Pocock et al. 1987) have been reported within and between brassica species. These sources of variability, coupled with differences between individuals in the metabolism of isothiocyanates (Seow et al. 2005), may partly explain the rather weak and inconsistent epidemiological evidence relating brassica consumption to preventive effects against cancer in man, especially in cohort studies (International Agency for Research on Cancer, 2004).

**Fate of the glucosinolate–myrosinase system during the storage, preparation and cooking of brassica**

Brassica vegetables generally undergo a variety of post-harvest processes, including storage, preparation and cooking, before they are consumed. During these stages the glucosinolate–myrosinase system may be modified. Dekker et al. (2000) have estimated that the concentration of glucosinolates in brassica may vary by 5–10-fold at each step of the food production chain because of differences attributed to cultivar, environmental and genetic factors, industrial processing, storage and domestic cooking. The cumulative nature of this variation at the various steps of the food production chain leads to considerable uncertainty in assessing rates of exposure of glucosinolates and their metabolites at target tissues.

Despite the extensive literature on the hydrolysis of glucosinolates, their distribution in fresh brassica and their health benefits, information on the effects of processing of brassica on the glucosinolate–myrosinase system is relatively scarce and inconsistent. The different sources of variability throughout the food production chain together with subtle differences between similar methods of food processing and different analytical techniques used in these experiments make direct comparison and interpretation of the data difficult.

**Effect of storage and preparation, before domestic cooking, on the concentration of glucosinolates in brassica vegetables**

Rangkadilok et al. (2002) have investigated the effect of post-harvest and packaging conditions on glucoraphanin concentrations in freshly-harvested broccoli heads. Cellular deterioration occurs more rapidly after storing broccoli at 20°C in open boxes than in perforated polymeric bags. Glucoraphanin concentration is reduced by 56% after storing broccoli for 3 d in an open environment or for 7 d in polymeric bags, as a result of hydrolysis of glucoraphanin by plant myrosinase to a greater extent in the open environment. Similarly, Rodrigues & Rosa (1999) have reported a decline of 82 and 79% in glucoraphanin and total glucosinolate concentrations respectively when freshly-harvested broccoli inflorescences are stored at room temperature for 5 d.

Refrigerated storage of brassica has produced more variable results. Glucoraphanin in broccoli heads stored at 4°C in open boxes or packaged in perforated polymeric bags is unaltered for ≤1 week (Rangkadilok et al. 2002), while a reduction of 31 and 16% in glucoraphanin and total glucosinolate concentrations respectively has been observed after refrigerating broccoli for 5 d (Rodrigues & Rosa, 1999). Following a simulation of refrigerated transport of freshly-harvested broccoli inflorescences, total glucosinolate concentration is reduced by 71%, with a further decline of 31% after a simulated retail sale period. The loss in glucosinolates reported in the latter two studies, as compared with the unaltered concentrations observed by Rangkadilok et al. (2002), may be a result of inflorescences being more prone to hydrolysis of glucosinolates by plant myrosinase at the cut surfaces compared with whole broccoli heads.

Despite the general decline in total glucosinolates during storage of brassica, the rate of loss of individual glucosinolates has been shown to vary between and within plant varieties, and as a result of different storage conditions.
Vallejo et al. (2003) have shown a lower reduction of aliphatic glucosinolates (reduced by 40%) compared with indole glucosinolates (reduced by 78%) after broccoli inflorescences, wrapped in polymeric film, are stored for a week at 1°C. In contrast, refrigeration over 5 d is sufficient to maintain indole glucosinolate concentrations compared with a reduction after storing broccoli inflorescences at room temperature over the same time period (Rodrigues & Rosa, 1999).

Brassica are often cut or chopped before they are cooked and such processes may lead to unpredictable changes in individual glucosinolate concentrations. For example, in one study (Verkerk et al. 2001) that used a range of vegetables the total indole glucosinolate concentration in white cabbage was found to increase 5-fold, with aliphatic glucosinolates remaining unchanged in vegetables that were chopped and left for 48 h. In contrast, glucobrassicin was found to be increased 3-5-fold in red cabbage, with other glucosinolate concentrations being unchanged. Following storage of chopped broccoli, a decline was noted for the aliphatic glucosinolates, progoitrin and glucoraphanin. The authors attribute the unpredictable effects of tissue damage to two opposing mechanisms. The reduction in glucosinolates is attributed to plant myrosinase-mediated hydrolysis of glucosinolates at the cut surfaces, while a stress-induced synthesis of glucosinolates is held to be responsible for observed increases in glucosinolate concentrations. Being water-soluble glucosinolates can also be affected by washing conditions during the preparation of brassica vegetables. For example, washing brassica after cutting, use of hot water or longer durations of soaking brassica in water during washing can promote the loss of glucosinolates (Benner et al. 2003). These findings suggest that glucosinolate concentrations in brassica vegetables may be reduced even before they reach the consumer for domestic processing and consumption.

**Effect of cooking processes on the glucosinolate–myrosinase system**

When brassica vegetables are cooked, the glucosinolate–myrosinase system is altered as a result of partial or total inactivation of myrosinase, thermal or plant myrosinase-mediated breakdown of glucosinolates, loss of enzymic cofactors, leaching of glucosinolates and their metabolites into the cooking medium or volatilization or thermal degradation of the metabolites (Dekker et al. 2000). These changes are mostly influenced by the duration and method of cooking, the type of vegetable matrix and the extent of its cellular disruption, and the chemical structure of the glucosinolate precursors.

**Changes in total glucosinolate concentration.** Oerlemans et al. (2006) have reported that thermal degradation of most glucosinolates in red cabbage devoid of plant myrosinase occurs at >110°C. Glucosinolates appear therefore to be relatively heat stable during relatively short durations of domestic cooking, where the internal temperature of the brassica is not usually >100°C.

The most-commonly-reported mechanism for the loss of glucosinolates in boiled brassica vegetables is through leaching into the cooking water after cell lysis. Loss of glucosinolates during boiling may be partly related to the size of cut pieces of brassica (Rosa & Heaney, 1993), whether it is cooked in cold or boiling water, the amount of vegetable:water used (Dekker et al. 2000) and the duration of cooking (Ciska & Kozlowska, 2001). Despite using similar conditions of boiling, Sones et al. (1984) have shown a loss in total glucosinolates of approximately 28% after cooking cabbage in boiling water for 10 min, while Rosa & Heaney (1993) have reported a loss >50%. The latter used shredded or coarsely-chopped cabbage, which provides a larger surface area for leaching of glucosinolates into the cooking water compared with whole leaves of cabbage used by Sones et al. (1984). Dekker et al. (2000) have shown that the extent of leaching of glucosinolates during boiling of broccoli is negatively related to the amount of broccoli:cooking water used. Broccoli added to cold water, compared with boiling water, before boiling leads to a higher loss of total glucosinolates that cannot be accounted for by leaching. These authors explain the unaccountable losses as the result of thermal or enzymic degradation or volatilization of glucosinolates during cooking.

Ciska & Kozlowska (2001) have studied time-course changes in glucosinolate concentration of sliced cabbage during boiling for 30 min. The greatest reduction (by 35%) in total glucosinolate concentration occurs after boiling cabbage for 5 min, followed by a decline of 5–10% in total glucosinolate concentration after each subsequent 5 min interval until after 25 min of cooking. Total glucosinolate concentration is reduced by 87% after 30 min. Contrary to the findings discussed earlier, Ciska & Kozlowska (2001) have shown that leaching only accounts for a decline of 10% in total glucosinolate concentration after boiling cabbage for ≤25 min. After boiling cabbage for 30 min there is a ≤20% increase in leaching of total glucosinolates as a result of the release of cell-bound glucosinolates after a marked disruption of the cell walls during cooking (Ciska & Kozlowska, 2001). While the rate of leaching of total glucosinolates is fairly steady throughout boiling, unaccountable losses of glucosinolates (presumably thermal degradation) increase from 23 to 75% after boiling cabbage for 5 and 30 min respectively (Ciska & Kozlowska, 2001). It is likely, therefore, that the loss of glucosinolates via leaching is a function of the cut size of brassica and the amount of brassica:water used, while unaccountable losses of glucosinolates may be mostly influenced by the duration and extent of heating.

Other methods of cooking such as blanching or microwaving have generated even more variable results. Blanching vegetables before freezing reduces microbial load and inactivates enzymes responsible for textural changes during frozen storage (Brewer et al. 1995). Water blanching of whole Brussels sprouts (Wathelet et al. 1996) or broccoli (Goodrich et al. 1989) reduces total glucosinate concentration by twice as much as steam blanching, which led to less leaching. Conversely, Goodrich et al. (1989) have reported that the loss of total glucosinolates is higher after steam blanching Brussels sprouts than after water blanching, using similar conditions to those used for broccoli, and they explain the opposing effect of the blanching treatments in terms of the physical form of the...
two vegetables. The tight compact structure of Brussels sprouts may be more resistant to leaching during water blanching and perhaps more susceptible to unaccountable losses during steam blanching than the loose structure of broccoli. Insufficient detail was provided on the cut size of brassica and on temporal effects during sampling preparation to arrive at more definite explanations for the conflicting findings.

Vallejo et al. (2002) have shown a reduction of 74% in total glucosinolate concentration after microwaving 150 g broccoli in 150 ml water at 1000 W for 5 min. They suggest that the decline may be a result of leaching of glucosinolates followed by high water evaporation containing the leached glucosinolates, although the extent of water evaporation was not determined. They also speculate that thermal degradation of glucosinolates occurs during microwaving, but mention that this outcome could not be confirmed as metabolites of glucosinolates were not analysed. However, thermal degradation of glucosinolates would not necessarily yield conventional metabolites. In contrast, Verkerk & Dekker (2004) have reported an increase of 78% in total glucosinolate concentration after microwaving 300 g coarsely-chopped red cabbage under similar conditions (900 W for 4 min 48 s), although this outcome is attributed to a higher chemical extractability of glucosinolates after subjecting broccoli to steaming, microwaving or boiling, while glucoraphanin is mostly retained because of its high heat lability and leaching potential (Wathelet et al. 1996). Furthermore, the relative thermolability of plant myrosinase has been shown to vary with heating temperature (Oerlemans et al. 2006). Heating freeze-dried cabbage, containing denatured plant myrosinase, at 80–123°C for 5–360 min in the absence of water excludes the confounding effects of leaching or hydrolysis of glucosinolates during cooking. Thermal degradation of glucosinolates is limited at ≤110°C, with a rate of degradation of indole glucosinolates up to seventy-five times that of aliphatic glucosinolates. At >110°C thermal degradation increases and the difference in thermostability between indole and aliphatic glucosinolates is reduced. At 120°C indole and aliphatic glucosinolates have similar rates of degradation, except for progoitrin and glucobrassicin, which were degraded at a rate five and eight times lower than other glucosinolates respectively (Oerlemans et al. 2006).

Changes in individual glucosinolate concentrations. Indole glucosinolates appear more liable to leaching or unaccountable losses than aliphatic glucosinolates in a range of brassica (Goodrich et al. 1989; Ciska & Kozlowska, 2001; Vallejo et al. 2002). The loss of total indole glucosinolates after boiling cabbage for 10–30 min is reported to be 5–10% higher than the corresponding decline in aliphatic glucosinolates. During this process the loss of indole glucosinolates as a result of leaching is five times higher than that of aliphatic glucosinolates (Ciska & Kozlowska, 2001).

The behaviour of individual aliphatic or indole glucosinolates may vary between and within varieties of brassica, as well as between cooking methods. During boiling of cabbage glucobrassinin has been found to be the most thermostable of the aliphatic glucosinolates, while glucobrassicin and 4-methoxy glucobrassicin show the greatest reduction in concentration among the indole glucosinolates because of their high heat lability and leaching potential (Rosa & Heaney, 1993; Ciska & Kozlowska, 2001). Conversely, Vallejo et al. (2002) have shown that the stability of glucobrassinin is similar to that of other aliphatic glucosinolates after subjecting broccoli to steaming, microwaving or boiling, while glucoraphanin is mostly retained after steaming or boiling broccoli, but is markedly reduced by 64.5% after microwaving. Glucobrassicin and neoglucobrassicin, the least stable of the glucosinolates, are reduced by 20% when broccoli is microwaved or boiled. After steaming broccoli, however, neoglucobrassicin remains unchanged, while glucobrassicin concentration is reduced by 60% (Vallejo et al. 2002). These findings indicate that individual glucosinolates may behave differently according to the cooking method. Water blanching of broccoli reduces glucobrassinin, glucoraphanin and glucobrassicin concentrations to similar extents (loss of 80% in each case), while water blanching of Brussels sprouts produces variable losses in progoitrin (2%), sinigrin (4%) and glucobrassicin (13%; Goodrich et al. 1989).

While aliphatic glucosinolates are generally more stable than indole glucosinolates during the cooking of brassica, the relative stability of individual glucosinolates may be a function of their respective chemical structure (Wathelet et al. 1996). Furthermore, the relative thermostability of individual glucosinolates has been shown to vary with heating temperature (Oerlemans et al. 2006). Heating freeze-dried cabbage, containing denatured plant myrosinase, at 80–123°C for 5–360 min in the absence of water excludes the confounding effects of leaching or hydrolysis of glucosinolates during cooking. Thermal degradation of glucosinolates is limited at ≤110°C, with a rate of degradation of indole glucosinolates up to seventy-five times that of aliphatic glucosinolates. At >110°C thermal degradation increases and the difference in thermostability between indole and aliphatic glucosinolates is reduced. At 120°C indole and aliphatic glucosinolates have similar rates of degradation, except for progoitrin and glucobrassicin, which were degraded at a rate five and eight times lower than other glucosinolates respectively (Oerlemans et al. 2006).
Verkerk & Dekker, 2004), although there has been speculation (Vallejo et al. 2002; Kassahun et al. 1995) that changes in glucosinolate concentrations during cooking of brassica vegetables may be a result of their plant myrosinase activity. Wathelet et al. (1996) have shown that plant myrosinase is completely inactivated after water blanching whole Brussels sprouts at 95°C for 10 min or steam blanching at 105°C for 5 min; glucosinolate concentrations are reduced by 13 or 3% respectively by these treatments. While the reduction in glucosinolates is mostly a result of leaching after water blanching Brussels sprouts, the decrease in plant myrosinase activity is positively related to blanching temperature. Similarly, Verkerk & Dekker (2004) have reported that on microwaving red cabbage at different energy inputs its plant myrosinase activity is associated with the temperature of the cooked cabbage for each energy input. Plant myrosinase is still active after microwaving 300 g chopped red cabbage at 180 W for 25 min, with the temperature of cooked cabbage reaching 90°C, but is completely destroyed after microwaving at 900 W for about 5 min, at which point the temperature of cooked cabbage is 100°C.

The heat stability of ascorbic acid is also of interest, since ascorbic acid is a cofactor of plant myrosinase (Shikita et al. 1999; Ludikhuyze et al. 2000). Ascorbic acid is known to be one of the water-soluble nutrients in the vegetable matrix most affected by heat, pH and light. Its concentration may vary markedly between cooking methods (Yadav & Sehgal, 1995; Begum & Brewer, 2001; Vallejo et al. 2002).

Effect of cooking brassica on the glucosinolate–myrosinase system. Information on the effect of the extent of cooking on the glucosinolate-related characteristics of brassica and on the relationship between the residual glucosinolate concentrations and plant myrosinase activity and the formation of metabolites of glucosinolates produced, is limited. In cabbage the glucosinolate sinigrin is hydrolysed by plant myrosinase to allyl isothiocyanate (AITC), allyl cyanide and, in the presence of ESP, 1-cyano-2,3-epithiopropane (Fig. 1). In a recent study (Rungapametsy et al. 2006) 120 g cabbage was microwaved at 750 W or steamed for six time periods over 10 min. The total glucosinolate concentration was found to be reduced by 12% (P<0.05) and 17% (P<0.001) after microwaving cabbage for 315 and 420 s respectively, but unaltered at the different stages of steaming. These findings on the effect of microwaving on glucosinolate concentration do not agree with previous findings (Vallejo et al. 2002; Verkerk & Dekker, 2004). The study has also shown that plant myrosinase activity is effectively lost after microwaving cabbage for 2 min (120 s; loss of 97%) or steaming for 7 min (420 s; loss of 90%); Fig. 2). The reduction in plant myrosinase activity in cabbage at the different stages of cooking was found to be negatively associated with cooking time and the corresponding internal temperature of the cooked cabbage.

In the same study (Rungapametsy et al. 2006) cooked cabbage was incubated in water at 37°C for 5 min to simulate the hydrolysis of sinigrin during the ingestion of cooked cabbage. Sinigrin concentrations in cabbage were found to remain stable during steaming and during the early stages of microwaving. The hydrolysis of sinigrin following cooking yields predominantly 1-cyano-2,3-epithiopropane after short periods of cooking and AITC after longer periods. Fig. 3 shows the trend in the formation of 1-cyano-2,3-epithiopropane and AITC on hydrolysis of sinigrin in steamed cabbage. The predominant formation of 1-cyano-2,3-epithiopropane from hydrolysis of sinigrin in raw or near raw cabbage supports observations from earlier studies involving hydrolysis of raw cabbage (Daxenbichler et al. 1977; Kyung et al. 1995).

In other studies (Matusheski & Jeffery, 2001; Mithen et al. 2003) the hydrolysis of glucoraphanin in fresh or freeze-dried raw broccoli retaining active myrosinase yields primarily sulforaphane nitrile, instead of the isothiocyanate sulforaphane, as a result of the presence of ESP. When recombinant ESP from broccoli is added to a system of purified glucoraphanin and myrosinase in the presence of 0·1 m-FeSO₄, the concentration of sulforaphane nitrile produced is proportional to that of ESP (Matusheski et al. 2006). Furthermore, ESP activity is reduced after heating broccoli at ≥50°C for 5 or 10 min, and on hydrolysis of glucoraphanin in broccoli cooked at ≥50°C there is an increase in the formation of sulforaphane with a concomitant reduction in the production of sulforaphane nitrile as ESP activity is reduced (Matusheski et al. 2006). Similarly, the reduction in 1-cyano-2,3-epithiopropane formation from samples microwaved or steamed for ≤120 or ≤420 s respectively (Rungapamesty et al. 2006) corresponds to an increase in the temperature of cooked cabbage to >50°C. It is therefore plausible that cabbage microwaved for 120 s or steamed for 420 s produces the high yields of AITC on hydrolysis as a result of the denaturation of ESP at these cooking times and the presence of residual plant myrosinase activity in these samples.

Digestive and post-absorptive fate of glucosinolates after ingestion of brassica vegetables

An understanding of the digestive and absorptive fate of dietary glucosinolates and their isothiocyanate metabolites has emerged mostly from mechanistic studies in animal models such as rats and hamsters (Brüsewitz et al. 1977; Mennicke et al. 1983; Michaelsen et al. 1994; Duncan et al. 1997; Elfoul et al. 2001). The low recoveries of intact glucosinolates and their metabolites in faeces of animals fed glucosinolates or isothiocyanates suggest that a substantial proportion of ingested glucosinolates and isothiocyanates are metabolised in vivo (Slominski et al. 1988; Bollard et al. 1997; Rouzaud et al. 2003). However, there is little information on the hydrolysis of glucosinolates during and after consumption of brassica vegetables by human subjects. Considering the complexity of the glucosinolate–myrosinase system and the host of factors likely to influence the hydrolysis of glucosinolates in vivo, this information is important in understanding the physiological consequences of brassica consumption. Studies with human subjects have used urinary biomarkers to assess the absorption of isothiocyanates after the intake of glucosinolates from brassica vegetables.
Following their absorption into the intestinal epithelium, isothiocyanates are released into the systemic circulation and metabolized by the mercapturic acid (MA) pathway in the liver. Isothiocyanates initially form conjugates with glutathione, then undergo enzymic modification and are excreted in urine as their corresponding N-acetylcysteine conjugates or MA (Bru¨sewitz et al. 1977; Mennicke et al. 1983). Urinary isothiocyanate MA excretion therefore partially reflects isothiocyanate absorption in vivo, although variation in pre- and post-absorptive recovery may also be important. Thus, so far, only the isothiocyanate MA have been studied as urinary biomarkers of glucosinolate hydrolysis in vivo. This approach has provided a reasonable understanding of the overall uptake of isothiocyanates after consumption of brassica by human subjects (Mennicke et al. 1988; Chung et al. 1998).

Involvement of the colonic microflora in glucosinolate hydrolysis in vivo

After ingestion of brassica containing active plant myrosinase glucosinolates are quickly hydrolysed in the upper gastrointestinal tract followed by subsequent absorption of isothiocyanates (Rouzaud et al. 2003). Following the intake of brassica devoid of plant myrosinase a large proportion of ingested glucosinolates may reach the colon, where they are subject to hydrolysis by the resident microflora to release isothiocyanates along with other metabolites (Rabot et al. 1993; Krul et al. 2002).
While the analysis of urinary MA gives some indication of the overall extent of absorption of isothiocyanates after ingestion of glucosinolates and/or isothiocyanates, it does not provide information on the site of hydrolysis within the lumen of the alimentary tract. Although the metabolism and disposition of glucosinolates in different parts of the gastrointestinal tract has not been fully elucidated, the involvement of the colonic microflora in the hydrolysis of glucosinolates both in vitro and in vivo has been documented.

Hydrolysis of glucosinolates has been shown to occur in the colon and caecum of rats fed a meal containing glucosinolates (Michaelaen et al. 1994) and after incubation of glucosinolates with the caecal contents of laying hens (Slominski et al. 1988). Lactobacillus was the first genus of bacteria implicated in the hydrolysis of glucosinolates in vivo in gnotobiotic rats (Nugon-Baudon et al. 1990). When gnotobiotic rats inoculated with a human digestive strain of Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron were dosed with sinigrin (Elfoul et al. 2001), partial hydrolysis of sinigrin to AITC was observed in the large intestine, in which the concentration of B. thetaiotaomicron was similar to that in the human colon. Cheng et al. (2004) have shown that sinigrin and glucotropaeolin are hydrolysed in vitro by three species of bifidobacteria of human origin. However, the hydrolysis generates mostly nitriles because of the acidification of the medium by bifidobacteria (Cheng et al. 2004).

The relative contribution of microbial myrosinase to glucosinolate hydrolysis remains to be fully resolved. Plant myrosinase produces a considerable release of isothiocyanates from glucosinolate hydrolysis in vivo when germ-free rats or rats inoculated with human faecal microflora are fed a diet with plant myrosinase (Rouzaud et al. 2003). However, the colonic microflora do not enhance the effect of plant myrosinase on excretion of MA, as the MA excretion of rats inoculated with human faecal microflora that consume a diet without plant myrosinase is low and comparable with that of germ-free rats. It is possible that after its absorption the recovery of isothiocyanates as their MA may be less efficient after their release in the colon by microbial myrosinase than it would be after release in the upper gastrointestinal tract by plant myrosinase. Furthermore, some of the isothiocyanates released in the colon may be metabolized by colonic microflora before their absorption (Rouzaud et al. 2003). Indeed, it has been shown that incubation of sinigrin and glucotropaeolin with fresh human faeces produces allylamine and benzylamine respectively but no isothiocyanates (Combouerie et al. 2001). It is possible that a high proportion of isothiocyanates released in the colon are converted to amines by the colonic microflora (Combouerie et al. 2001). On incubation of rapeseed (Brassica napus) meal and plant myrosinase with caecal contents of pigs no isothiocyanates could be detected (Maskell & Smithard, 1994). Krul et al. (2002) have reported for sinigrin that only 19% is converted to AITC in vitro within a large intestinal model. Thus, glucosinolates may be converted to other classes of metabolites in the colon, of which isothiocyanates constitute a small proportion, or the released isothiocyanates may be further metabolized to unknown compounds by the microflora.

The most direct evidence of colonic hydrolysis of glucosinolates by human subjects comes from a study (Getahun & Chung, 1999) in which a linear increase in the

Fig. 2. Plant myrosinase activity, expressed as units/g DM, when 120 g cabbage (Brassica oleracea var. capitata) was microwaved at 750 W or steamed for six time periods over 7 min. Data are means with their standard errors represented by vertical bars for six replicates. Myrosinase activity was significantly affected by cooking time (P<0.001) and cooking treatment (P<0.001) and there was a significant interaction between cooking time and treatment (P<0.001).

Fig. 3. Concentration of allyl cyanide, allyl isothiocyanate and 1-cyano-2,3-epithiopropane, expressed as µmol/g DM, when cooked cabbage (Brassica oleracea var. capitata) was incubated in water at 37°C for 5 min to simulate the hydrolysis of sinigrin during the ingestion of cooked cabbage. Data are means with their standard errors represented by vertical bars for six replicates. Concentrations of derivatives were significantly affected by cooking time (P<0.001).
formation of isothiocyanates was observed for \( \leq 2 \) h after incubating cooked watercress (*Nasturtium officinale*) juice, containing glucosinolates but no plant myrosinase, with fresh human faeces anaerobically at 37°C. Metabolic fate studies with human subjects (Conaway et al. 2000; Shapiro et al. 2001; Rouzaud et al. 2004) have provided indirect evidence of the colonic hydrolysis of glucosinolates after ingestion of cooked brassica, essentially free of active plant myrosinase, compared with raw brassica containing active plant myrosinase. After reducing the colonic microflora of volunteers by mechanical cleansing and oral antibiotics the hydrolysis of glucosinolates and absorption of isothiocyanates following consumption of a meal containing glucosinolates and no plant myrosinase is reduced 9-fold (Shapiro et al. 1998). The delayed absorption and excretion of isothiocyanates after consumption of cooked brassica with limited or no plant myrosinase activity, compared with raw brassica containing active plant myrosinase, provides further indirect evidence for the role of the colonic microflora in the hydrolysis of glucosinolates after consumption of cooked brassica (Conaway et al. 2000; Rouzaud et al. 2004).

**Factors influencing the digestive fate of glucosinolates and isothiocyanates in vivo**

The hydrolysis of glucosinolates and absorption of isothiocyanates *in vivo* may be influenced by a host of factors including: residual glucosinolate concentration and plant myrosinase activity in ingested brassica; whether isothiocyanates are ingested pre-formed or as their glucosinolate precursors; the particle size (e.g. extent of chewing) in brassica containing active plant myrosinase and the composition of the meal within which brassica is consumed. These factors may affect gastrointestinal transit time, the delivery of glucosinolates and/or isothiocyanates to the small intestine for hydrolysis and/or absorption, and the extent of colonic fermentation (Stahl et al. 2002). Furthermore, individuals may vary in their metabolism of glucosinolates as a result of polymorphisms in genes coding for glutathione-S-transferases (GST), which catalyse the conjugation of isothiocyanates with glutathione to different extents before excretion of isothiocyanates as MA (Seow et al. 2005).

The residual glucosinolate concentration and plant myrosinase activity within ingested brassica are a function of the effect of preparation and cooking of brassica before their consumption. Recoveries of glucosinolates after their hydrolysis to isothiocyanates and subsequent excretion as MA have been reported to be higher following the intake of raw brassica with active plant myrosinase than following the intake of cooked brassica in which most or all of the plant myrosinase has been denatured. The proportion of glucosinolates absorbed as isothiocyanates and excreted as MA has been reported to be 0.45 and 0.04 after the intake of raw and boiled watercress respectively (Getahun & Chung, 1999), 0.32 and 0.10 following consumption of raw and steamed broccoli respectively (Conaway et al. 2000), and 0.37 and 0.15 after ingestion of raw and microwaved cabbage respectively (Rouzaud et al. 2004). Despite the consistent observation that plant myrosinase yields a fuller hydrolysis of glucosinolates to isothiocyanates *in vivo* than the intestinal microflora, there is some uncertainty about the design and calculation of data from some of these experiments. One of the issues relates to the calculation of the intake of glucosinolate precursors, expressed as isothiocyanate equivalents, to determine their recovery after brassica consumption (Getahun & Chung, 1999; Conaway et al. 2000). The authors have used an exogenous source of plant myrosinase from mustard to hydrolyse glucosinolates within cooked watercress (Getahun & Chung, 1999) or broccoli (Conaway et al. 2000) *in vitro* to estimate the concentration of isothiocyanates ingested, but used endogenous plant myrosinase for glucosinolate hydrolysis in the raw brassica counterpart. The source of plant myrosinase has been shown to affect the ratio of metabolites produced on glucosinolate hydrolysis (Petroski & Tooke, 1982), and this factor may have confounded the intake of isothiocyanate equivalents from raw and cooked brassica in these studies. Furthermore, isothiocyanate intake, determined from the hydrolysis of glucosinolates *in vitro*, may be misrepresented, since their production *in vivo* may be confounded by the formation of other metabolites, as well as other factors such as extent of chewing and gastrointestinal transit time. Rouzaud et al. (2004) have expressed MA excretion as a proportion of glucosinolate precursor ingested, measured directly, to calculate glucosinolate recovery and have also quantified plant myrosinase activity within the ingested white cabbage.

Human subjects excrete only a proportion of the ingested dose of glucosinolates or isothiocyanates as MA (Chung et al. 1992; Jiao et al. 1994), and various suggestions have been made to account for the fate of the remaining proportion. The analysis of gut contents of rats fed a diet containing a range of glucosinolates but devoid of plant myrosinase (Michaelsen et al. 1994) has shown that the glucosinolate content in the portion of the gastrointestinal tract from the stomach to the proximal small intestine is 3–20-fold lower than the amount ingested. The authors suggest that the difference is related to the likely degradation of glucosinolates by the low pH environment of the stomach, in conjunction with metal ions in the feed. It has also been suggested (Elfoul et al. 2001) that sinigrin may be partly absorbed in the upper gastrointestinal tract. When rapeseed meal is incubated with pepsin and HCl or porcine small intestinal contents at 37°C *in vitro* to simulate transit through the stomach and small intestine, losses in individual glucosinolates vary from 3 to 28% (Keck et al. 2003). The absence of plant myrosinase in this model may mimic a situation in which cooked brassica devoid of plant myrosinase is consumed. Conversely, the ingestion of brassica containing plant myrosinase may promote hydrolysis of glucosinolates in the stomach and small intestine, where factors such as pH or meal composition may influence the proportion of the various metabolites that are produced.

The consumption of pre-formed isothiocyanates by human subjects results in a greater absorption of isothiocyanates than is absorbed following consumption of their glucosinolate precursors (Shapiro et al. 1998, 2001; Rouzaud et al. 2004). Absorption and excretion of isothiocyanates is five to seven times higher and occurs at a
faster rate (with peak excretion occurring approximately 4 h earlier) after ingestion of pre-formed isothiocyanates than following the intake of an equimolar dose of their glucosinolate precursors in the absence of plant myrosinase (Shapiro et al. 1998, 2001). When volunteers consume pre-formed AITC in the form of mustard with no plant myrosinase its excretion is 2-fold higher than after its ingestion as its glucosinolate precursor, sinigrin, along with active plant myrosinase in raw cabbage (Rouzaud et al. 2004). The delayed peak in excretion and lower uptake of isothiocyanates following ingestion of glucosinolates, compared with isothiocyanates, suggests that the overall rate and extent of glucosinolate hydrolysis may be dictated by the conversion of glucosinolates to isothiocyanates in vivo (Shapiro et al. 1998).

However, contrasting results have been reported in rodents. When freeze-dried broccoli is hydrolysed in vitro and then fed to rats urinary sulforaphane MA is 5-fold lower than when the broccoli is fed directly in the form of raw freeze-dried broccoli (Keck et al. 2003). The authors suggest that the yield of sulforaphane may be greater after hydrolysis of glucoraphanin by plant myrosinase and intestinal microflora in vivo compared with its hydrolysis by plant myrosinase in vitro before ingestion. A homogenate of fresh cabbage at its natural pH produces predominantly nitriles instead of isothiocyanates (Daxenbichler et al. 1977; Kyung et al. 1995). Furthermore, hydrolysis of freeze-dried raw broccoli in vitro generates 80% sulforaphane nitrile and 20% sulforaphane (Mithen et al. 2003). Consumption of glucosinolates in the form of cooked brassica devoid of plant myrosinase presumably leads to a predominantly localized uptake of isothiocyanates by colonocytes, while ingestion of pre-formed isothiocyanates allows a systemic uptake of isothiocyanates from the proximal intestine in vivo. Evidence from cell lines and animal models suggests that the overall protective effect of isothiocyanates against cancer may be enhanced by their direct uptake by target tissues such as the colonic epithelium (Smith et al. 1998, 2003, 2004).

A further factor influencing the fate of glucosinolates during the ingestion of brassica is the extent of cell rupture during chewing. Only one small-scale study (Shapiro et al. 2001) has explored this aspect, showing that excretion of isothiocyanates in human subjects is 1-5 times higher after raw broccoli sprouts with active plant myrosinase were chewed and swallowed, than when they were swallowed without chewing. Chewing may therefore be an important determinant of the fate of glucosinolates during the consumption of brassica with active plant myrosinase.

The absorption of isothiocyanates has been shown to vary, although not markedly, between individuals. CV of >10% have been reported between and within individuals after repeated doses of pre-formed isothiocyanates in human subjects (Shapiro et al. 2001). Low inter-individual variation has been observed after the ingestion of AITC in the form of mustard, with recovery of 60–90% of the administered doses of AITC (Rouzaud et al. 2004). Inter-individual variation is 1-5-fold greater after the ingestion of cooked watercress than after raw watercress (Getahun & Chung, 1999), indicating that there may be inter-individual differences in the colonic hydrolysis of glucosinolates, in addition to other factors such as gastrointestinal transit time, extent of chewing and genotype. Polymorphisms in genes coding for the activity of GST isoforms have been described (Seow et al. 2005) and they may explain inter-individual variation in the metabolism and excretion of isothiocyanates. Individuals with GSTM1- and/or GSTT1-null genotypes have been shown to be at reduced risk of developing colo-rectal and lung cancers after the intake of isothiocyanates (Keum et al. 2004). It is possible that the low GST activity and a slower rate of excretion of isothiocyanates in these individuals may help retain more isothiocyanates at target tissues (e.g. colon) and provide a pro-apoptotic effect in situ (Johnson, 2004).

As brassica vegetables are normally consumed as part of a meal, the digestive fate of glucosinolates may be further influenced by the composition of the meal matrix. Isothiocyanates are highly electrophilic and may bind to sulphydryl, hydroxyl and amino groups produced as a result of the digestion of other meal components (Stahl et al. 2002). Despite a higher yield of isothiocyanates following the ingestion of raw brassica rather than cooked brassica (Getahun & Chung, 1999; Conaway et al. 2000), the preponderance of nitriles formed after hydrolysis of raw brassica in vitro suggests that consumption of raw brassica containing ESP (Matusheski et al. 2004) may not be the best means of maximizing isothiocyanate uptake in vivo.

In one study (Rungapamesty et al. 2007) the absorption of sulforaphane following consumption of 150 g lightly-cooked (microwaved for 2 min) or fully-cooked (microwaved for 5-5 min) broccoli, containing glucoraphanin, along with a meat-containing meal or its vegetarian alternative has been investigated in twelve human volunteers. The volunteers received mustards containing 17.3 (± 0.27) mmol pre-formed AITC/g with each meal to control for intra- and inter-individual variation in the absorption and excretion of isothiocyanates. Each meal was separated by a wash-out period of ≥48 h. Urine was collected for 24 h following each meal and analysed for excretion of allyl MA and sulforaphane MA. The expected fate of glucoraphanin and AITC after their ingestion is shown in Fig. 4. Although glucoraphanin intake was not found to be different between broccoli treatments, hydrolysis of glucoraphanin to sulforaphane and absorption of sulforaphane were found to be three times higher after consumption of lightly-cooked broccoli than after fully-cooked broccoli (P<0.001; Fig. 5). Plant myrosinase activity was found to be four times higher in lightly-cooked broccoli than in fully-cooked broccoli (P<0.001), explaining the higher total output of sulforaphane MA after consumption of lightly-cooked broccoli. The meal matrix was found to influence the excretion of pre-formed AITC from mustard as allyl MA, but not the hydrolysis of glucoraphanin and its excretion as sulforaphane MA from cooked broccoli. Absorption of AITC from mustard was found to be about 1-3-fold higher following consumption of the meat-containing meal than following the vegetarian meal (P<0.001; Fig. 6). However, the fat content of the meat-containing meal was shown to be five times higher than that of the vegetarian meal and may have facilitated the absorption of pre-formed isothiocyanates, which are relatively hydrophobic.
Fig. 4. Expected metabolic fate of glucoraphanin and allyl isothiocyanate (AITC) following ingestion of cooked broccoli (Brassica oleracea var. italica) and mustard (Sinapis alba) respectively by human volunteers. (Adapted from Rungapamestry et al. 2007.)

Fig. 5. Total excretion of sulforaphane mercapturic acid (SFMA; μmol) over 24 h, as a proportion of glucoraphanin intake (μmol), after consumption of lightly-cooked or fully-cooked broccoli (Brassica oleracea var. italica) along with a meat-containing (■) or vegetarian (□) meal. Data are means with their standard errors represented by vertical bars for twelve replicates. SFMA output was significantly influenced by broccoli treatment (P<0.001).

Fig. 6. Total excretion of allyl mercapturic acid (AMA; μmol) over 24 h, as a proportion of allyl isothiocyanate (AITC) intake (μmol), after consumption of mustard (Sinapis alba) along with a meat-containing (■) or vegetarian (□) meal. Data are means with their standard errors represented by vertical bars for twelve replicates. AMA output was significantly affected by meal composition (P<0.001).
Inter-individual variations of ≤4-fold in total sulforaphane MA output, similar to the variation reported by Getahun & Chung (1999) after consuming cooked watercress, has been observed (Rungapamestry et al. 2007) after the intake of cooked broccoli. The main influence on the absorption of isothiocyanates in vivo is the way in which brassica is cooked, rather than the effect of the meal matrix. However, isothiocyanates may interact with the meal matrix to a greater extent if they are ingested pre-formed rather than after their production from the hydrolysis of glucosinolates in vivo.

Conclusion

The glucosinolate–myrosinase system shows remarkable variation during the processing and ingestion of brassica vegetables. Glucosinolate concentrations are affected by storage temperature and time, while cutting may produce variable effects. Cooking brassica by a range of methods can affect glucosinolate concentrations, plant myrosinase activity and concentrations of its cofactors, and alter the digestive fate of glucosinolates after consumption. Since most vegetables in the UK are processed to some extent before consumption, further research on cooking-induced changes in the glucosinolate content of brassica are required to optimize their intake as part of health-promoting strategies. In addition to residual glucosinolate concentrations and plant myrosinase activity within cooked brassica, the digestive fate of glucosinolates and uptake of isothiocyanates may be influenced by the extent of chewing, gastrointestinal transit time, meal composition, individual genotype and differences in colonic hydrolysis of glucosinolates. An appreciation of these sources of variation may help to better understand the health benefits conveyed through the ingestion of processed brassica vegetables. The present review has highlighted the complex nature of the glucosinolate–myrosinase system, and this complexity makes the formulation of recommendations difficult. More mechanistic studies, investigating the effect of cooking on the metabolic fate of glucosinolates and the release of various metabolites of glucosinolates after ingestion of brassica, may help to complement epidemiological research on brassica consumption and cancer prevention.
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